Working memory is affected by items stored and the relations between them. However, separating these factors has been difficult, because increased items usually accompany increased associations/relations. Hence, some have argued, relational effects are reducible to item effects. We overcome this problem by manipulating index length: the fewest number of item positions at which there is a unique item, or tuple of items (if length >1), for every instance in the relational (memory) set. Longer indexes imply greater similarity (number of shared items) between instances and higher load on encoding processes. Subjects were given lists of study pairs and asked to make a recognition judgement. The number of unique items and index length in the three list conditions were: (1) AB, CD: four/one; (2) AB, CD, EF: six/one; and (3) AB, AD, CB: four/two, respectively. Japanese letters were used in Experiments 1 (kanji-ideograms) and 2 (hiragana-phonograms); numbers in Experiment 3; and shapes generated from Fourier descriptors in Experiment 4. Across all materials, right dominant temporoparietal and middle frontal gyral activity was found with increased index length, but not items during study. In Experiment 5, a longer delay was used to isolate retention effects in the absence of visual stimuli. Increased left hemispheric activity was observed in the precuneus, middle frontal gyrus, and superior temporal gyrus with increased index length for the delay period. These results show that relational load is not reducible to item load. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
INTRODUCTION
Since Miller's classic paper (Miller, 1956) , many researchers have tried to characterize working memory through load effects, such as changes in error rates and reaction times as a function of number of study items.
Two such characterizations are distinguishable by their focus on relational versus item information. The relational processing view characterizes working memory load in terms of the arity of the relations computed between items (Halford et al., 1998b) . So, for example, tasks that require computing ternary relations (e.g., Gives [John, Mary, book] ) induce higher error rates and longer reaction times than tasks requiring at most binary relations (e.g., Loves [John, Mary] ). Alternatively, the item storage view characterizes load in terms of the number of items concurrently held in working memory (Cowan, 2001) . This capacity limit is attributed to the maximum number of items that can be maintained within a focus of attention-the locus of accessibility by putative executive-control processes of working memory.
Cowan has noted that both theories place the limit of working memory capacity at approximately the same quantity, four. He argued that relational complexity effects are reducible to storage effects, because determining an nary relation between items requires keeping all n items within the focus of attention. However, relational complexity involves more than storage of items. It also involves processes for computing those relations (Halford et al., 2001) .
Brain imaging offers a potentially more sensitive technique than behavioral methods, because neurological regions may be distinguishable even when error rates and reaction times are not. However, there are some problems with attempting to separate potential item and relational effects. First, for a single relational instance, the arity of the relation is the number of items related. Second, experimental procedures used in behavioral studies to isolate relational complexity effects (see Halford, 1993) do not easily fit within the constraints of brain imaging. Third, tasks involving high arity relations are considerably more difficult in terms of error rates and reaction times. Thus, relational complexity effects may be confounded by neurological effects related to difficulty, such as arousal or stress (Christoff, personal communication) . In this paper, we overcome these problems with a concept taken from relational database theory called index length (see Halpin, 1995) . The concept of index length and its link to relational complexity are detailed next to provide the conceptual background for the rest of the paper.
Relational Complexity and Index Length
A critical feature of relational complexity theory (Halford et al., 1998b) is that it applies to the cognitive processes engaged in a task, rather than the relations that may be employed to specify the task. Consequently, two apparently similar tasks can involve processing relations of different arity (e.g., binary versus ternary), and two apparently dissimilar tasks may engage relations of the same arity (Halford et al., 1998a) . So, for example, the statement, "John owns a house and a car and a cat" does not imply that subjects must process the quaternary relation Owns(Owner, Object1, Object2, Object3) ϭ {(John, house, car, cat)}, because the same relational information is also captured by the binary relation Owns(Owner, Object) ϭ {(John, house), (John, car), (John, cat)}. This distinction captures the intuition that simply stringing together lists of items does not necessarily increase memory load. The reducibility of relational arity is determined by the length of the unique index on the relation (see Halpin, 1995) . If a relation can be split and then rejoined so as to retain the original set of relational instances, then the relation is reducible. This procedure has been used to evaluate relational information in psychological tasks (see Phillips, 1997; Phillips et al., 1998; Halford et al., 1998b, for examples) .
Unique index length (hereafter simply referred to as index length) is the fewest number of item positions at which there is a unique item, or item tuple (if length is greater than one), for every instance in the relational (memory) set. For example, the ternary relation Gives1(Agent, Patient, Object) ϭ {(John, Mary, book), (Sue, Tom, pen), (Paul, Ann, hat)} permits a length one (unary) index at the Agent position, because no items in that position are repeated. The same applies to the other positions. However, the ternary relation Gives2(Agent, Patient, Object) ϭ {(John, Mary, book), (John, Mary, pen) , (Sue, Tom, pen)} does not, because each position has a repeated item. Instead, there is a unique length two (binary) index spanning Agent and Patient, because no pair of items at these positions is repeated. Whereas Gives1 is reducible, Gives2 is not.
The concept of index length is important for two reasons: (1) Index length explains why apparently high arity tasks do not necessarily impose high memory load with loss of performance-because they are reducible to lower arity relations (Halford et al., 1998b) . (2) The length of the index is not necessarily the arity of the relation and therefore not necessarily the number of items bound within a single relational instance. Hence, relational complexity, as it is expressed in terms of index length, can be decorrelated from item number.
The second point is illustrated by the following example. The binary relation R 1 (P 1 , P 2 ) ϭ {(A,B), (C,D) , (E,F)} has a unary index, because every pair has a unique item in the first (second) position. Logically, access to any pair requires at most one cue, either from the first or from the second position. The first pair, for instance, is retrievable by providing cue A (B) in the first (second) position. By contrast, the binary relation R 2 (P 1 , P 2 ) ϭ {(A,B), (A,D), (C,B)} has a binary index, because items are not unique across pairs in either position. Therefore, retrieval of only the first pair requires both cue A and cue B in the first and second positions, respectively. Separately, cue A (B) identifies both first and second (first and third) pairs. In going from the first to the second relation, the number of items per relational instance (two), the number of relational instances (three), and the total number of items (six) remain the same; and the number of unique items decreases (from six to four); but the index length increases (from one and two).
These differences have implications for both memory encoding and retrieval. For encoding, the number of item positions with common items (overlap) is at most the index length minus one. No pairs overlap in the unary indexed list, but one item is common to first and second and first and third pairs in the binary list. Increased index length implies increased similarity (in terms of shared items) between relational instances. Therefore, a longer index increases the likelihood of incorrect formation and hence retrieval of relational information. Or conversely, it increases the resources needed to maintain the same level of encoding fidelity. For retrieval, index length is the number of cues necessary to uniquely target a relational instance. How index length affects retrieval depends on whether the cues are applied to the memory set in parallel or in series. In the parallel case, a longer index increases the number of cues that must be simultaneously applied to obtain at most a single match. In the serial case, a longer index increases the number of intermediate retrievals that must be matched against the other cues.
For the purpose of direct comparison to Cowan's theory, one can think of the presented cues and retrieved items as symbols occupying a limited number of attentional slots (for a neural network level model of relational processes, see Halford et al., 1998b) . However, this interpretation does not mean that relational complexity is reducible to item complexity (i.e., number of items), because the two theories have different implications. Cowan argued that the effects of relational complexity can be accounted for in terms of the number of related items that must be kept in a focus of attention: processing a ternary relational instance imposes greater load than a binary relational instance because it consists of more items. Depending on the interpretation, this argument implies either no difference between processing R 1 and R 2 relations, if the focus of attention is delimited to single relational instances, or greater load for the R 1 relation, if the focus of attention is expanded to include the entire relation. By contrast, index length implies greater load for the R 2 relation.
Introducing index length as an experimental variable addresses the methodological problems cited previously in that index length is not correlated with number of items; it can be manipulated within a simple Sternberg list recognition paradigm (Sternberg, 1966) ; and, as we shall see, manipulation of index length did not greatly impact upon error rates and reaction times. The next question is whether subjects are in fact sensitive to increases in index length. But, first, we review neurological studies related to this question before presenting our experiments.
Related Neurological Studies
A review of the neurophysiology literature for animals and humans suggested prefrontal cortex (PFC) as the site implicated in relational processes (Robin and Holyoak, 1995) , which includes the integration of multiple relations (Waltz et al., 2001) . Relational complexity correlates with age and fluid intelligence (Andrews, 1997; Andrews and Halford, in press) , and imaging studies have found increased frontal activity on fluid intelligence tests (Prabhakaran et al., 1997; Duncan et al., 2000) . More specifically, contrasts of tasks requiring subjects to identify 0, 1, and 2 arithmetic operations needed to solve mathematics problems revealed more frontal activity in the 2-operation case . Contrasts of 0, 1, and 2 binary relations in a Raven's matrices task revealed greater activity in the anterior regions of PFC for the 2-relation condition (Christoff et al., 2001) . A similar study using behavioral measures showed higher errors and longer times with more relations (Waltz et al., 2000) . These results are consistent with the relational theory (see Halford, 1993; Halford et al., 1998b , for details) that was developed out of numerous experiments on adults, like transitive inference (Maybery et al., 1986) , requiring integration of (binary) relations (e.g., Ͼ(x,y) and Ͼ(y,z) implies Ͼ(x,z)); and children (Halford and Wilson, 1980; Halford, 1984; Andrews and Halford, 1998) , where the frontal lobes undergo a protracted development throughout the first decade of life (Thatcher, 1991) . Neural responses on an apparently dissimilar task such as n-back, where dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was activated for n Ն 2 (Cohen et al., 1997; Smith et al., 1998) , can also be interpreted as the integration of multiple (successor) relations analogous to transitive inference (e.g., 2-back(x t , x tϪ2 ) 7 Succ(x t , x tϪ1 ) and Succ(x tϪ1 , x tϪ2 ) and Same(x t , x tϪ2 )).
Yet, the PFC is generally regarded as functionally heterogeneous. Many complex reasoning tasks as well as less complex short-term memory tasks invoke activity (see, for example, Cabeza and Nyberg, 2000; Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000; Nyberg et al., 1996; Rugg and Wilding, 2000 , for recent reviews). Raven's matrices tasks may modulate processes not specific to relational complexity. Instead, tasks involving multiple relations may invoke self-evaluating processes that operate on the products of other processes (Christoff et al., 2001) , where the dorsal/rostral region of PFC may be involved when information is internally generated Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000) . However, if these intermediate relations are interpreted as items kept in a temporary store, then the effects can also be attributed to number of items stored.
Memory experiments have also been directly or indirectly concerned with possible item number and relational effects. For example, age-related dysfunction has been related to binding of feature information (Mitchell et al., 2000a,b) . Although memory experiments are typically concerned with associative processes where, in contrast to relational processes, positional information is generally irrelevant, they nonetheless share an important component, i.e., the binding of multiple items. (For formal definitions of associative and relational processes and their differences, see Phillips et al., 1995.) Memory tasks consistently implicate prefrontal and parietal regions, although many factors influence the degree and location of activity. Rypma et al. (1999) contrasted one-, three-, and six-letter item loads in a recognition task and found more anterior prefrontal activity with higher load. This study varied the number of items, but not the relationships to other items. Hunkin et al. (2000) contrasted the number of associates in a recall task and found greater right inferior frontal activity in the two versus one associated targets condition, but greater left inferior frontal activity in the four versus one target condition. This study suggests greater frontal activity with number of associates, but the number of targets to be retrieved also increased. Furthermore, subjects were given repeated training on the cue-target pairs before testing. Training also affects prefrontal activity (Klingberg and Roland, 1998) and differs from relational tests where items are presented only once. Along similar lines, Rugg et al. (1998) and Allan et al. (2000) found greater right anterior PFC activity in a word-stem (many associates) versus word-fragment (few associates) completion task in the zero-target condition (none of the associates was a target, i.e., appeared in the study list), suggesting a monitoring role for this region, since more associates must be checked to see whether they appeared in the study list. This study can also be interpreted as varying number of items. In a recognition test, Rugg et al. (1999) also found greater right anterior PFC activity in the high-density (80% of test words in study list) versus lowdensity (20% of test words in study list) recognition condition, but not in the source condition, where subjects must determine on which side of the display the test word appeared in the study list. Instead, left inferior frontal gyrus was more active in the source relative to the high-density recognition condition. The source versus recognition contrast appears to manipulate relational complexity, since it can be interpreted as a binary relation between item and position information in the source condition (R WP (Word, Position)), and a unary relation in the recognition condition (R W (Word)). But, the number of items in the relation also varies, with two items for each instance in the source (location) condition and only one item in the other condition. In both conditions, Word provides a unique index into the memory set, so index length is unchanged. Pair-associate learning has also been investigated with brain damaged patients using the AB-AC and AB-ABr paradigms. Subjects learn two lists of associates, where cues A from the first list AB are paired with new associates C in the second list (AB-AC) or repaired with another associate from the first list (AB-ABr). (In both paradigms index length is two, since list [i.e., first, or second] and cues A uniquely identify all associates.) Subjects with frontal lobe damage perform poorly on the second list, with many errors arising from intrusions of first-list associates. These results suggest that the frontal lobes may also play a role in inhibiting irrelevant associations (Shimamura et al., 1995) . Finally, Prabhakaran et al. (2000) found greater activity in the right middle and superior frontal gyri for the maintenance of integrated versus unintegrated letter and position information, but bilateral parietal and temporal activity for the reverse contrast. In the integrated conditions, letters were presented at the locations to be memorized. In relational terms, this corresponds to a binary relation R LP (Letter, Position). In the unintegrated conditions, letters were presented separately from the locations to be memorized. This arrangement can be interpreted as two unary relations R L (Letter) and R P (Position), since neither is a cue for the other.
Outline of the Paper
We conducted five experiments designed to isolate relational effects, in terms of index length, from item effects. All experiments have the same general structure and follow the Sternberg list recognition paradigm. That is, subjects were given a study list of two or three pairs of items from which they made a recognition judgement on a test pair. There were three types of study lists: u4 ϭ AB, CD-four unique items, unary index; u6 ϭ AB, CD, EF-six unique items, unary index; and b4 ϭ AB, AD, CB-four unique items, binary index. A test pair (probe) was either a targetitems appeared together in the study list-or a distractor-items did not appear together in the study list (e.g., in the u4 condition, AB is a target and AD is a distractor). All test items appeared in the same position as presented in the study list (i.e., there were no reversals). Japanese letters were used in Experiments 1 (kanji-ideograms) and 2 (hiragana-phonograms), digits in Experiment 3, and shapes generated from Fourier descriptors (Zahn and Roskies, 1972) in Experiment 4. Between experiment analysis is provided on these four experiments, followed by conjunction analysis to establish population-level inferences. The cause of the index length effect is discussed, and a further experiment is reported. Kanji were used in Experiment 5 with a longer delay to isolate the effect of index length of retention in the absence of visual stimuli.
EXPERIMENT 1: KANJI PAIRED RECOGNITION
Japanese kanji characters were used as items in this paired recognition experiment. Kanji are roughly word units. A character may constitute a word individually or when combined with another character; and each kanji may have one or more pronunciations.
1 One advantage of using kanji is that there are many of them. With approximately 2000 for standard usage, many trials can be generated without repetition, minimizing possible priming, or learning, effects across trials.
Method
Eight Japanese university students (seven male, one female; right-handed) undertook the experiment, after providing informed consent, in accordance with AIST safety and ethics guidelines. Timing data for two subjects were unusable due to an equipment problem. Response error analysis was performed on all eight subjects, but response time and fMRI analysis was performed on the remaining six male subjects. Each subject undertook one session of 60 trials, consisting of an encode/study phase when a study list of two or three pairs of items (kanji) was presented one pair at a time, followed by a probe phase when a test pair (either a target or a distractor) was presented, followed by a response phase when the subject indicated whether the test pair was in the study list. The precise sequence of events is shown in Fig. 1 , including additional events for punctuation. For example, the first target pair is presented for 1170 ms, followed by a blank screen (1000 ms), followed by the second target pair for 1170 ms, and so on. A question mark indicates that the next pair is a probe, and a cross indicates the end of the current trial. Pairs were presented horizontally, in black on a white background, and centered. Pairs were constructed from a list of low-to medium-frequency kanji and screened by a native Japanese speaker, so as to be meaningless, minimizing semantic and phonetic associations, and roughly balanced by stroke count. No pair formed a word or was pronounceable as one. Prior to entering the scanner, subjects were given written instructions regarding the experimental procedure and a brief practice session to ensure that they understood the task. We used a 3 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) ϫ 10 (Trial) design. In the three-pair conditions (u6 and b4), 8 of 10 target probes matched the middle pair, to avoid potential primacy and recency effects. In the two-pair condition (u4), target probes were evenly selected from first and second pairs. In condition b4, 8 of 10 targets where the (A,B) pair, where both items appeared in more than one pair in the study list. No kanji appeared in more than one trial, including practice trials. Conditions and pairs were randomly ordered. See Fig. 2a for a sample trial.
Behavioral data acquisition/analysis. Response errors and reaction times were recorded using a threebutton optical keypad attached to the subject's right leg. Subjects responded by pressing the left button with their index fingers (right hand) to indicate a target and by pressing either the middle or right button with either their second or third fingers to indicate a distractor. The same finger-button combination was used throughout the scan, decided upon by the subject on the basis of what was most comfortable. Data were analyzed by Statistica (Statistica, 2000) . Mean-value substitution was applied to missing response time data resulting from keypad failure. The mean was calculated from the remaining trials in the same complexityprobe condition for that subject. Keypad failures were rare, with only one in each of the first three experiments and two in the last experiment from a total of 1500 trials.
fMRI data acquisition/analysis. Scanning was performed on a 3.0-T MRI scanner (GE 3T Signa) with EPI capability. Eighteen axial slices (5.5 mm thick, interleaved) were set to cover the entire brain. A T2*-weighted gradient echo EPI was employed. The imaging parameters were TR ϭ 2 s, TE ϭ 32 ms, FA ϭ 70°, FOV ϭ 20 ϫ 20 (64 ϫ 64 mesh). Images were preprocessed (timeslice adjusted, realigned, normalized, and smoothed) by SPM99 (SPM, 1999) . Data were estimated to establish a fixed model in which there were three block types corresponding to the list type (u4, u6, b4) defined for the encode phase, and 3 (u4, u6, b4) ϫ 2 (target, distractor) ϩ 1 (error) event types were defined for the probe phase. Block types were modeled using a boxcar function convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. Event types were modeled with the canonical hemodynamic response function. For the purposes of this study, detailed contrast analyses were reported for the encoding phase only (but, see also General Discussion for the probe phase). Block
FIG. 1.
Block and event timings (ms) for each trial. Arrows indicate event onset times relative to the start of the trial. All other numbers indicate block or event durations. For example, on u4 trials, a subject was shown study/target pair (T1), followed by a blank screen, followed by study pair (T2), and so on. The "?" screen indicates that the next pair is a probe, requiring a recognition response. The "ϩ" screen indicates the end of the trial. durations and event onsets are shown in Fig. 1 . Event intervals were slightly longer than multiples of the scan rate to maximize the sampling rate. Conditions and pairs were randomly ordered and counter balanced (i.e., 10 trials of each of the six condition-probe combinations). For contrast analysis, locations reported by SPM99 were converted into Talairach coordinates (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) by the transform specified in the mni2tal.m program (Brett, 1999) . These coordinates were used to determine brain regions using the Talairach Daemon program version 1.1 (Lancaster et al., 2000) .
Our initial method of analysis for this and the other experiments was by summary contrasts to identify differences in activation averaged over all subjects. Summary contrasts provide a first pass through the data. Because activity may arise from just one subject with a highly significant difference, or several subjects with more moderately significant differences, it can be regarded as a disjunctive contrast. That is, it addresses the question of whether any subject exhibits significant activity for the contrast investigated. In a later section, we followed up with conjunction contrasts to address the more specific issues of whether any of these differences were common across all subjects and in what proportion of the population we can expect them to occur. Since to our knowledge this study is the first attempt to directly distinguish relational from item load effects in the brain, and we had few expectations regarding the regions of difference, we adopted a standard cutoff threshold of P Ͻ 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons, when reporting statistical parameter maps throughout this paper. Because analysis was performed over the entire brain, this threshold was stricter than the alternative standard of P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected.
Results
Behavior. A 3 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) repeatedmeasures ANOVA revealed no main effects and no interactions for errors, F(2,14) ϭ 2.58; P Ͼ 0.1 (Complexity); F(1,7) ϭ 0.20; P Ͼ 0.6 (Probe). Because there was no effect for Probe on errors for this and the other experiments, mean errors are reported collapsed over targets and distractors (Fig. 3) . A 3 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) ϫ 10 (Trial) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of Probe on reaction time, F(1,5) ϭ 8.08; P Ͻ 0.05, with mean response times of 1070 ms (targets) and 1140 ms (distractors). There was no effect for Complexity F(2,10) ϭ 1.89; P Ͼ 0.2. There was also a two-way interaction between Probe and Trial, F(9,45) ϭ 4.2; P Ͻ 0.001. Post-hoc analysis (Scheffe test, ␣ ϭ 0.05) revealed no significant differences between Probe by Trial means. Mean response times for Probe by Complexity collapsed over Trial are shown in Fig. 4a .
fMRI. The following four summary contrasts were performed on the fMRI data: (1) u6 versus u4; (2) u6 versus b4; (3) b4 versus u4; and (4) b4 versus u6. The common difference between the first and second contrasts is the number of unique items (six versus four); and the common difference between the third and fourth contrasts is index length (two versus one). Therefore, voxels common to both first and second (third and fourth) contrasts indicate sensitivity to item number (index length), independent of index length (item number). These contrasts were relabeled six versus four item number and binary versus unary index length, respectively. Figure 5a (top two rows) shows the statistical parameter map for the six versus four contrast, that is, the u6 versus u4 contrast (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) masked by inclusion of only those voxels that also satisfied the u6 versus b4 contrast (P Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). Figure 5a (bottom two rows) shows the statistical parameter map for the binary versus unary contrast, that is, the b4 versus u6 contrast (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) masked by inclusion of only those voxels that also satisfied the b4 versus u4 contrast (P Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). Locations are given in Table 1. The significance level of the primary contrast (e.g., b4 versus u6) is not affected by the secondary mask contrast (i.e., b4 versus u4), because the search and therefore the correction is only done by the primary contrast, which specifies the voxels to be checked by the mask. Since no search is involved for the secondary contrast its threshold is uncorrected. (The main text only refers to the more significant clusters of activity.)
For the six versus four contrast, the most significant increases (P Ͻ 0.001, corrected) in activity occurred medially at or near the superior frontal gyrus (BA 6/8) and left middle frontal gyrus (BA 8). For the binary versus unary contrast, the most significant increases (P Ͻ 0.001, corrected) occurred at or near the right middle and superior frontal gyri (BA 6), right angular gyrus (BA 39), right inferior parietal lobule (BA 39/40), left precuneus (BA 7), and left superior parietal lobule (BA 7).
Discussion
The binary versus unary contrast showed the largest cluster of voxels of increased activity in the right inferior parietal lobule, including the angular gyrus. These results are consistent with an earlier study 2 using the same two experimental conditions, but a different baseline, where study lists had the form AA, BB, CC . The location (36 Ϫ74 31), size (1336 voxels), and significance (Z ϭ 7.54) of this cluster are similar to that of the earlier study (37 Ϫ66 36; 1305 voxels; Z ϭ 7.07). Two other clusters of increased activity were also comparable to the earlier study: left superior parietal lobule (30 Ϫ68 48; 210 voxels; Z ϭ 5.59) compared with left inferior parietal lobule (37 Ϫ66 36; 245 voxels; Z ϭ 5.65); and right middle frontal 2 None of the six subjects in the earlier study took part in this experiment.
FIG. 4. Mean response times (ms) by Experiment and Complexity for target and distractor trials. Error bars indicate one standard error.
gyrus (32 13 58; 175 voxels; Z ϭ 7.72) compared with the same gyrus (42 3 55; 277 voxels; Z ϭ 5.69). These comparisons indicate that the increased activity observed for the binary condition (particularly in the right inferior parietal lobule) is robust. Increased activity in the right middle frontal gyrus and right inferior parietal lobule was also reported by Klingberg and Roland (1998) for encoding versus recognition of pair associates of shapes generated from Fourier descriptors. Although their study did not manipulate index length, it suggests that the effect is not specific to kanji.
One possible role of the right parietal lobule in this task is to invoke increased shifts of spatial attention brought about by the overlap of study pairs in the binary, but not unary conditions. A number of studies have implicated the parietal lobes in shifts of spatial attention, for example, in visual search (Corbetta et al., 1995; Ashbridge et al., 1999) and memorization of locations (Kessels et al., 2000) . A review of the literature suggested that the left parietal lobe is home to one module of visual attention to objects in the right hemifield, whereas the right parietal lobe houses two modules, one for each hemifield (Losier and Klein, 2001) . Increased left parietal activity was also observed, but to a lesser extent than right parietal activity. This is consistent with the report that while left parietal activity has also been implicated in shifts of spatial attention, disruption of this area has less impact on reaction times for visual search than disruption of the right parietal lobule (Walsh et al., 1999) . Awe and Jonides (2001) have suggested that attention operates in the service of maintaining a better memory trace. It is reasonable to suppose that subjects repeatedly attend to left and right items in order to enhance their memory trace of a pair that overlaps with previously studied pairs.
The additional frontal activity observed in the binary condition, in particular BA 9/46 (dorsolateral PFC), may serve to monitor retrieval of incidental associates during encoding (i.e., retrieval of previously studied associates to either of the currently presented items). Other studies have implicated dorsolateral PFC in the monitoring of externally (Christoff and Gabrieli, 2000) or internally generated information, or the inhibition of irrelevant associates (Shimamura et al., 1995) . Although these studies were concerned with cued recall of paired associates, some retrieval of associate information must also occur during encoding of overlapping pairs; otherwise subjects could not be sensitive to differences between unary and binary conditions. Furthermore, there is evidence that paired recognition and cued recall are based on common processes (Nobel and Shiffrin, 2001 ). In the binary condition, the AB pair (typically, the second pair) has one item common to the other two pairs (AD, CB). This permits either A or B to act as an implicit one for incidental retrieval of a first pair associate (i.e., D or C, depending on whether AD or CB was the previous pair). In this case, frontal regions could act to either inhibit the incidentally retrieved associate or enhance the trace of the current pair by repeated attention via excitatory connections back to the parietal lobes.
The increase in item load, six versus four unique kanji, activated the medial superior, middle, and left inferior frontal gyri. Increased activity at these gyri was also reported on a letter memory load task (Rypma et al., 1999) . However, activity was more lateralized and right hemisphere dominant in their six versus one letter contrast, but not in their three versus one contrast. Following their explanation, this difference may be because the three versus one contrast does not transcend the putative four-item capacity limit. These regions become activated only when the limit is exceeded. The same situation applies to the six versus four unique kanji contrast, since all conditions are at or above this limit Therefore, this contrast will be less sensitive to changes in item load. A cluster of activity (40 40 20; BA 10) was revealed, although, for the u6 versus u4 contrast, at a lower level of significance (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected).
At least in the domain of Japanese kanji, relational effects in the form of the number of items to which an item is related (associated) are not reducible to item effects, contrary to Cowan's (2001) claim. It cannot be explained by item (storage) load, because in the b4 (binary) condition the number of unique (or presented) items was less than (or equal to) the number of items in the u6 and u4 (unary) conditions. The next three experiments examined the generality of these results. Note. Each table of locations shows the corrected P value, Z score, number of voxels, and location of the most significant (generally central) voxel for each supercluster (i.e., unconnected cluster), its connected subclusters (rows with empty Voxel column), region and corresponding Brodmann area of the nearest gray matter, and its range from the cluster. Range is defined as the length of the smallest cube, centered on the most significant voxel, containing gray matter. Thus, a (maximum) range of 11 mm indicates gray matter at a distance of 5 mm along one or more axes. Empty columns indicate no gray matter within the maximum range along any axis.
EXPERIMENT 2: HIRAGANA PAIRED RECOGNITION
Japanese kanji characters may have multiple meanings and pronunciations. Hiragana, by contrast, are a set of 51 characters representing only Japanese phonemes (see Fig. 2b for examples). Each character has only one reading and no semantic content, although they may be combined to form words, like letters of the alphabet. In this and following experiments, we tested the generality of the effects observed in Experiment 1 with materials that have reduced semantic and phonetic information.
Method
Six Japanese university students (three male, three female; right-handed) undertook the experiment after providing informed consent. None of the six subjects undertook the first experiment. With the exception of the materials used, the method of data acquisition and analysis was identical to Experiment 1, so the details are not repeated here.
As with kanji, hiragana pairs were screened by a native Japanese speaker so that no pair pronounced a word. However, because the set of eligible pairs was small, pairs appeared in more than one trial, although each list of pairs was unique. A sample list is shown in Fig. 2b .
Results
Behavior. There was a main effect of Complexity on errors F(2,10) ϭ 5.09; P Ͻ 0.05, but not for Probe F(1,5) ϭ 2.87; P Ͼ 0.1. There were main effects of Complexity on response time F(2,10) ϭ 10.07; P Ͻ 0.005, and Probe on response time F(1,5) ϭ 11.23; P Ͻ 0.05. There was also a three-way interaction among Complexity, Probe, and Trial on response time F(18,90) ϭ 1.76; P Ͻ 0.05. Post hoc analysis (Scheffe test, ␣ ϭ 0.05) revealed no significant differences between Complexity by Probe by Trial means. Subject errors are shown in Fig. 3 and response times in Fig. 4b .
fMRI. The same contrasts performed in the previous experiment were also conducted here. In the six versus four contrast, there were no differences significant to P Ͻ 0.05, corrected. Figure 5b (top two rows) and corresponding Table 2a show increased activity at the less conservative threshold of P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected. At this level, increased activity was observed at or near the lingual gyrus, bilaterally (BA 17/18), left superior frontal gyrus (BA 6/8), left superior temporal gyrus (BA 22) , and left precentral gyrus (BA 4). Figure  5b (bottom two rows) and Table 2b ) show the binary versus unary contrast, significant to P Ͻ 0.05, corrected. Of these differences, the most significant increases (P Ͻ 0.001, corrected) occurred at or near the left superior occipital gyrus (BA 19), right superior frontal gyrus (BA 8/9), right precuneus (BA 19), right Note. For definition of entries see Table 1. medial frontal gyrus (BA 8), and left inferior and middle frontal gyri (BA 46).
Discussion
In the binary versus unary contrast, three regions of increased activity stand out as being in the same vicinity as those found in the kanji experiment: bilateral activation of the posterior lobes and the right frontal lobe. The cluster located in the right precuneus (32 Ϫ72 42; 135 voxels; Z ϭ 5.66) is close to, but more dorsal to the cluster at the angular gyrus in the kanji experiment (36 Ϫ74 31; 1336 voxels; Z ϭ 7.54). The cluster at the left superior occipital lobe (Ϫ30 Ϫ74 26; 194 voxels; Z ϭ 6.32) is close to the precuneus subcluster for kanji (Ϫ30 Ϫ68 29), but more ventral to the parent supercluster at the superior parietal lobule (Ϫ30 Ϫ68 48; 210 voxels; Z ϭ 5.59). In the right frontal lobe, the cluster at (26 7 59; 59 voxels; Z ϭ 5.48) is in the same superior frontal gyrus, but more anterior for the kanji cluster (24 28 54) and its parent supercluster (32 13 58; 61 voxels; Z ϭ 7.72) in the middle frontal gyrus. These similarities suggest common processes. However, the effect was generally stronger for kanji than hiragana, as seen by the cluster sizes and Z scores, particularly in the right parietal lobule, which was linked to the processing of visual information. Kanji convey more visual information than hiragana, in terms of both the number of strokes and their components. For example, the kanji characters for the words hold, hit, throw, and catch all contain the common component representing hand. There is no such structural organization for hiragana.
3 Hence, visual information is likely to play a more prominent role in discriminating kanji than hiragana. By contrast, increased activity was found in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 44/45) for hiragana, but not kanji. This region is known for its role in phonological processes and rehearsal (phonological loop, Baddeley, 2000) and the maintenance of verbal in contrast to spatial information (see Prabhakaran et al., 2000 , and the cited references therein). The natural interpretation that follows is that discrimination of hiragana relies more on phonological processes, hence the increased significant difference in this area. This point is reinforced by the fact that kanji typically have multiple readings making phonetic information a weaker source for differentiation; and a planned comparison showing the difference in response times between u4 and u6 conditions was significant for hiragana F(1,5) ϭ 8.44; P Ͻ 0.05, but not for kanji F(1,5) ϭ 0.04; P Ͼ 0.8.
There were no suprathreshold voxels for the six versus four contrast. At a lower level of significance (P Ͻ 0.001, uncorrected), activity was observed in superior frontal gyrus (Ϫ6 3 68) close to clusters observed for kanji (Ϫ12 17 64 and Ϫ18 7 66), suggesting common storage-related processes when the putative capacity limit of four items is exceeded. For kanji, but not hiragana, a subcluster (Ϫ53 19 Ϫ9) was also observed in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 47), a region also linked to phonological processes. This difference may be due to the fact that a single reading of a single kanji character may consist of more than one phoneme (e.g., mountain ϭ yama ϭ ya ϩ ma). Therefore, on average, the phonological difference between six and four items will be two in the case of hiragana, but more than two for kanji.
EXPERIMENT 3: NUMBER PAIRED RECOGNITION

Method
Six Japanese university students (four male, two female; right-handed) were recruited for the experiment after providing informed consent. Five subjects also undertook Experiment 2. The sixth subject did Experiment 1 only. The method was identical to Experiments 1 and 2. Single digit numbers in the range 3 to 9 (inclusive) were used as items for this experiment (see Fig. 2c ). Pairs of numbers appeared in more than one trial, but each pair list was unique.
Results
Behavior. There were no main effects for errors, F(2,10) ϭ 1.00; P Ͼ 0.4 (Complexity); F(1,5) ϭ 1.92; P Ͼ 0.2 (Probe). Errors are shown in Fig. 3 . There was a main effect of Probe on response time F(1,5) ϭ 36.10; P Ͻ 0.005. There were no other effects. Response times are shown in Fig. 4c .
fMRI. The results of contrast analysis are shown in Fig. 5c and Table 3 . For the six versus four contrast, the most significant increases in activity (P Ͻ 0.001, corrected) were observed at or near the left and right superior frontal gyri (BA 6) and middle frontal gyrus (BA 10). For the binary versus unary contrast, the most significant increase occurred near the right middle temporal gyrus (BA 39).
Discussion
The binary versus unary contrast revealed a cluster of activity similar in location to clusters observed in both kanji and hiragana experiments for the same contrast. The cluster was observed at the right superior occipital gyrus (34 Ϫ78 32; 20 voxels; Z ϭ 4.91), which is close to the cluster (32 Ϫ72 42; 135 voxels; Z ϭ 5.66), located in the precuneus (hiragana), and the cluster (36 Ϫ74 31; 1336 voxels; Z ϭ 7.54), located in the angular gyrus (kanji). The right middle frontal gyrus was also a common gyrus of activity for this contrast in all three experiments, although activity was more anterior and ventral for number pairs (38 27 34; 8 voxels; Z ϭ 4.97), than for hiragana (26 7 59; 59 voxels; Z ϭ 5.48) and kanji (32 13 58; 175 voxels; Z ϭ 7.72).
In the six versus four contrast, the superior frontal gyrus was active. This region also exhibited clusters or subclusters in close proximity for the same contrast in both kanji and hiragana experiments, including locations (Ϫ2 3 68), (Ϫ6 3 68), and (Ϫ12 17 64) for number, hiragana, and kanji experiments, respectively. Although this experiment also showed similar regions of activity, the strength of the difference was generally weaker for numbers compared to kanji and hiragana. One difference is that there were fewer numbers from which to generate trials for number pairs (7) than hiragana (40) and kanji (320). Yet, smaller sets are more likely to cause interference between trials resulting in poorer performance, as Mewhort and Johns (2000) suggested to explain differences between materials in their item recognition experiments. Since performance on numbers was better than hiragana or kanji, the difference is more likely to be with the processing of numbers than set sizes. Related to this possibility is that pairs of digits have a natural interpretation as single double-digit numbers, which potentially reduces the perceived overlap between items during storage. We return to this point in more detail in the General Discussion, because the final experiment also bears upon these issues. Where novel or meaningless materials are used subjects are less likely to reinterpret pairs as single items, in which case the index length effect should be stronger.
EXPERIMENT 4: SHAPE PAIRED RECOGNITION
In the final experiment, we used shapes generated from Fourier descriptors (see Fig. 2d ), using the algorithm by Zahn and Roskies (1972) , which have been used to study neural regions involved in paired associate learning in monkeys (Sakai and Miyashita, 1991) and humans (Klingberg and Roland, 1998) . Hiragana and single-digit numbers convey less semantic information than kanji, but there are fewer of them. With Fourier descriptors, an unlimited number of unique, but meaningless shapes can be generated.
Method
Seven Japanese university students (four male, three female; one left-handed 4 ) performed the experiment after providing informed consent. One subject also undertook Experiment 2. No other subject did any of the other experiments. A trial experiment indicated that recognition of shape pairs was more difficult than for the other experiments. For this reason, subjects were given more time to encode and recognize pairs. Pairs and probes were presented for 2000 and 3000 ms, respectively. The period for the intertrial ("ϩ") event was 3170 ms. Two practice sessions (5 min each) were also administered to each subject prior to scanning for familiarization. None of the shapes in the practice trials was used during scanning. All other aspects of experiment, acquisition, and analysis were the same as for the other experiments. 4 She expressed no difficulty in responding with her right hand. Note. For definition of entries see Table 1 .
Results
Behavior. There was a main effect of Complexity on response errors (Fig. 3) , F(2,12) ϭ 6.93; P Ͻ 0.01. There was a main effect of Probe on response time (Fig. 4d) , F(1,6) ϭ 10.48; P Ͻ 0.05. There were no other effects.
fMRI. Contrast analysis results are shown in Fig.  5d and Table 4 . The most significant increases (P Ͻ 0.001, corrected) in the six versus four contrast occurred at or near the left inferior occipital and lingual gyri (BA 18), right inferior occipital gyrus (BA 18), right cuneus (BA 18), and left postcentral gyrus (BA 3). Many of the regions reported in the binary versus unary contrast were also significant to a much stricter criterion (P Ͻ 0.0001, corrected). These regions were at or near the right middle frontal gyrus (BA 6/8), right superior parietal lobule (BA 7), right inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), right middle frontal gyrus (BA 46), left inferior parietal lobule (BA 40), left middle frontal gyrus (BA 6/9), right medial frontal gyrus (BA 8), right inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9), left superior frontal gyrus (BA 10), right superior occipital gyrus (BA 19), and left caudate.
Discussion
The most obvious feature in these contrasts is the strength of the effect in the binary versus unary con- Consistent differentiation at the right parietal and frontal areas provides strong support that index length effects are common across visually presented materials, a point we look at in more detail in the next section.
The most notable feature of the six versus four contrast was the extent of the difference observed in the inferior occipital gyrus (bilaterally) and left lingual and middle occipital gyri. The extent of this activity was unique to shape pairs and probably reflects a dependence on visual features for differentiation of shapes, since they were mostly devoid of semantic and phonetic information. Activation at or near these regions also occurred in the other three experiments, but to a weaker extent.
BETWEEN-EXPERIMENT COMPARISONS/CONTRASTS
Behavior
The relative strength of the effects was correlated with relative error rates and response times. 5 In order of highest to lowest, mean number of errors and response times were 2.3, 1247 ms (shape); 1.4, 1105 ms (kanji); 0.7, 1051 ms (hiragana); 0.5, 937 ms (number). A mixed-effects 4 (Experiment) between-groups ϫ 3 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) repeated-measures ANOVA, treating Experiment as a random effect, revealed a significant effect of Experiment on error rate F(3,23) ϭ 11.63; P Ͻ 0.0001. There were no other main effects on error rate. A mixed-effects 4 (Experiment) betweengroups ϫ 3 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) ϫ 10 (Trial) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed no significant effect of Experiment on response time F(3,21) ϭ 1.98; P Ͼ 0.1. But, there were main effects of Probe F(1,3) ϭ 18.56; P Ͻ 0.05 and Complexity F(2,6) ϭ 8.66; P Ͻ 0.05 on response time. This effect of Complexity was due to the low response times for the u4 condition. In a planned comparison, there was a significant difference for u4 versus u6 and b4 F(1,21) ϭ 12.56; P Ͻ 0.001, but not for b4 versus u6 F(1,21) ϭ 0.43; P Ͼ 0.5, with Experiment treated as a fixed effect. In terms of error rates and response times, subjects found u6 and b4 conditions equally difficult (but, see also General Discussion for further analysis). Therefore, it is unlikely that regional effects were due to stress or arousal arising from increased task difficulty.
fMRI
Since the same design was used for all materials, and contrast analysis revealed similar regions of activity, it is reasonable to perform contrast analysis on the data pooled from all four experiments. We performed fixed model estimation and analysis for all 25 subject sessions using the same parameters and block/event types that were used for the individual experiments. Regions that responded to increased index length across all materials were revealed by a binary versus unary contrast for kanji (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) masked by the inclusion of only those voxels that satisfied the same contrast in the other three experiments (P Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). In other words, the resulting voxels showed significant increased activity in the b4 versus u6 and b4 versus u4 contrasts for kanji, hiragana, number, and shapes. (Because this contrast actually consists of eight component contrasts, chance cooccurrence of significant activity for a single location was very low and less than 1 ⁄20 8 Ͻ 10 Ϫ10 .) Consistent with the individual experiment contrasts, clusters of increased activity containing more than one voxel were found at or near the right precuneus (34 Ϫ74 33; 142 voxels; Z ϭ 6.66) with a subcluster at the right inferior parietal lobule (38 Ϫ64 38; Z ϭ 6.60); right middle frontal gyrus, BA 6 (32 10 56; 20 voxels; Z ϭ 7.31 and 28 18 56; 23 voxels; Z ϭ 6.38) and BA 9 (51 25 34; 106 voxels; Z ϭ 5.71); left inferior parietal lobule, BA 7 (Ϫ30 Ϫ66 46; 40 voxels; Z ϭ 5.25); and left precuneus, BA 19 (Ϫ30 Ϫ68 29; 18 voxels; Z ϭ 5.09). The binary versus unary contrast for the number experiment did not reveal left parietal activity at the P Ͻ 0.05 corrected level of significance, but it was observed at P Ͻ 0.05 uncorrected, hence its presence in the pooled contrast.
Domain-specific effects were also investigated for index length, focussed on the right temporoparietal re-gion, since it was the site that showed the strongest effects. The contrasts for individual experiments suggested that activity in this region was more dorsal for the kanji and shape pairs, but more ventral for hiragana and number pairs. Accordingly, we performed b4 versus u6 contrast for kanji pairs (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) masked by exclusion of those voxels that satisfied the same contrast for hiragana and number experiments (P Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). The same was also done for shape versus hiragana and number pairs. In other words, the two contrasts test for voxels specific to kanji, but not hiragana or number pairs and voxels specific to shape, but not hiragana or number pairs. For kanji, the contrast revealed a cluster at the inferior parietal lobule, BA 40 (38 Ϫ50 41; 441 voxels; Z 3 ϱ). For shapes, the contrast revealed activity at the superior parietal lobule, BA 7 (42 Ϫ56 54; 348 voxels; Z ϭ 7.65), including a subcluster at the inferior parietal lobule, BA 40 (40 Ϫ50 39; Z ϭ 7.20) in almost the same location as for kanji. In the same way, we also tested for voxels specific to hiragana (and number), but not kanji or shape. At the same level of significance, the two contrasts revealed activity at middle temporal gyrus, BA 39 for both hiragana (32 Ϫ61 23; 13 voxels; Z ϭ 5.29); and number pairs (36 Ϫ59 21; 2 voxels; Z ϭ 4.60). These two clusters overlap in that there were no voxels specific to one contrast, but not the other, at this level of significance.
Because these contrasts were constructed by masking the within-experiment summary contrasts, the appropriate interpretation of these results is with respect to some subjects. In the first case, where summary contrasts were masked by inclusion, the results are to be interpreted as identifying significant activity common to all subjects who showed significant activity in any of the four experiments. In other words, for example, there were at least four subjects (at least one from each experiment) who all showed significant right inferior parietal activity with increased index length. In the case of domainspecific effects, where summary contrasts were masked by exclusion, there were at least two subjects (at least one each for kanji and shape) who showed significant activity in the right parietal lobule that was not shown in any of the 12 subject sessions for hiragana and number. Likewise, there were at least two subjects (at least one each for hiragana and number) who showed significant activity in the middle temporal gyrus that was not revealed in any of the other 13 subject sessions for kanji and shape. In the next section, we investigate the more specific questions of whether this activity was also common to all subjects both within and between experiments, and if so, what proportion of the population can be expected to exhibit these effects.
CONJUNCTION CONTRASTS AND POPULATION-LEVEL INFERENCES
Conjunction contrasts can be used to identify regions of significant activity common to all subjects by specifying the contrast of interest for each subject and performing the conjunction of these contrasts (Friston et al., 1999a,b) . In the uncorrected case, the resulting parameter map threshold at p indicates that all subjects activated at the same locations thresholded at p 1/n , where n is the number of subjects. The resulting map in the corrected case further accounts for chance cooccurrence of activity throughout the volume of interest, which in our case is the entire brain.
Conjunction Contrasts
Our primary concern here was to determine whether the right parietal, temporal, and middle frontal gyral activity observed in the binary versus unary summary contrasts was evident in all subjects and experiments. For each material type, we performed b4 versus u6 conjunction contrasts, thresholded at P Ͻ 0.05 corrected. Figures 6a and 6b (bottom) show the resulting statistical parameter maps for kanji and shape, respectively. Locations for conjunction contrasts are given in Table 5 . Major clusters (Ͼ10 voxels) were observed at the precuneus, BA 7 (Ϫ2 Ϫ66 40; 71 voxels; Z ϭ 6.93), right angular gyrus, BA 39 (38 Ϫ74 30; 80 voxels; Z ϭ 6.80), and right inferior parietal lobule, BA 40 (36 Ϫ47 41; 66 voxels; Z ϭ 5.71) for kanji. For shape, major clusters were observed at the left precentral gyrus, BA 9 (Ϫ34 9 31; 108 voxels; Z ϭ 7.84), right inferior parietal lobule, BA 40 (42 Ϫ47 41; 50 voxels; Z ϭ 6.43), right middle frontal gyrus, BA 6/8 (32 20 47; 80 voxels; Z ϭ 6.11), medial frontal gyrus, BA 8 (4 26 45; 30 voxels; Z ϭ 5.97), and left middle frontal gyrus (Ϫ26 10 46; 12 voxels; Z ϭ 5.37). There were no clusters in these areas for hiragana and number. A b4 versus u6 conjunction contrast of all subjects in both kanji and shape experiments revealed two major clusters of activity (Fig. 6c (bottom) ), one in the right inferior parietal lobule, BA 40 (40 Ϫ47 41; 109 voxels; Z 3 ϱ) and the other in right middle frontal gyrus, BA 6 (32 11 55; 72 voxels; Z ϭ 6.82). These two clusters were highly significant, peaking at P Ͻ 9 ϫ 10 Ϫ10 and P Ͻ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 , corrected, respectively. There was also a smaller cluster at the right middle temporal gyrus (40 Ϫ70 29; 9 voxels; Z ϭ 5.25). The b4 versus u4 conjunction contrast also revealed similar regions of activity, although right parietal activity was more anterior for shape and so not revealed in the conjunction of kanji and shape (Fig. 6, top) .
Population-Level Inferences
These results are used to infer the expected proportion of the population likely to exhibit these effects. Population-level inference by random-effects analysis generally overestimates the between-subject variance and therefore requires more subjects to establish an effect and introduces the pragmatic problem of obtaining sufficient time in the scanner. Friston et al. (1999a) introduced a new method for obtaining populationlevel inferences using the sensitivity of fixed-effect models by taking the conjunction of subject-specific contrasts. So, for example, six subjects are sufficient to establish with probability P Ͻ 0.05 (specificity, population level) that roughly more than 60% (typicality) of the population will exhibit the effect with a test at P Ͻ 0.05 (specificity, subject-level) and sensitivity 100% (i.e., the test will always reveal the effect in those subjects who have it). For a less sensitive test (e.g., 80%), six subjects are sufficient to infer that more than 75% of the population exhibit the effect (Friston et al., 1999b, Fig. 2) . Friston et al. (1999a) extended this work to corrections for multiple comparisons. The proportion ␥ c of the population likely to exhibit an effect not explainable by the null hypothesis with probability P Ͼ 1 Ϫ ␣ c , corrected, is given by the expression
where n is the number of subjects, ␣ m is minimum threshold specificity for each subject in the conjunction, and P n is the corrected P value for the region of interest (Friston et al., 1999a, Eq. [6] ). Because the sensitivity of the test cannot be directly measured, this expression conservatively assumes a test sensitivity of one. Note that while the subject-specific thresholds may not be low, their conjunctions may be highly significant. From this expression we infer that for the peak voxels in the right inferior parietal lobule observed for kanji in the b4 -u6 conjunction contrast, which activated with chance probability P Ͻ P n ϭ 6 ϫ 10 Ϫ5 , corrected, with all six subject-specific parameter maps thresholded at ␣ m ϭ 0.09, uncorrected, more than 56% of the population are expected to exhibit this activity with probability P Ͼ 0.95, corrected. This is a very conservative estimate of the population, since it relies on perfect detection of the effect when it occurs. For the peak voxels observed in the right inferior parietal lobule and right middle frontal gyrus in the b4 versus u6 contrast for shape, more than 60% of the population are expected to exhibit this activity with probability P Ͼ 0.95, corrected (n ϭ 6, P n ϭ 1.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ4 , ␣ m ϭ 0.12). The conjunction contrasts for kanji and shape revealed common regions of activity. A b4 versus u6 conjunction contrast including both kanji and shape contrasts confirmed that activity in the right inferior parietal lobule and right middle frontal gyrus was common to both experiments. For the peak voxels in these two clusters, at least 70% of population are expected to exhibit this activity with probability P Ͼ 0.95, corrected (n ϭ 13, P n ϭ 3 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 , ␣ m ϭ 0.3). Hence, the index length effect is highly robust for kanji and shape. The peak voxel in the smaller cluster in the right middle temporal gyrus, although activated with a higher chance probability, also has a typicality of at least 70%.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
There are two patterns that emerge from this series of four experiments. The first is the consistent increase in activation of the right temporoparietal lobule and right middle frontal gyrus in the binary versus unary conditions across different stimuli. Together with the earlier study, we now have five experiments providing evidence for the same effect. The second is that the strength of this increase and its more precise location within the temporoparietal region varied depending on the stimuli and were correlated with task difficulty in terms of error rate and response time. These domaingeneral and domain-specific effects are further discussed in the context of possible retrieval and chunking processes, respectively. Note. For definition of entries see Table 1 .
Retrieval of Incidental Associates
As discussed in the kanji experiment, these common patterns suggest that the right inferior parietal lobule subserves repeated shifts of spatial attention to left and right elements so as to enhance the memory trace of overlapping pairs, induced by the binary index condition. Increased shifts of spatial attention invoked by parietal activity may in turn be driven by monitoring of incidental retrieval of associates in the right middle frontal gyrus. Although the primary focus of this paper was on encoding phase, so as to identify relational effects not accountable by item storage effects, we can nevertheless explore the possibility that implicit retrieval of incidental associates was also a factor during explicit recognition by contrasting events during the probe phase.
Behavioral results showed that response times were consistently longer for distractors than targets across all materials and list types. An initial contrast of distractors versus targets for correct responses on all trials and materials (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected) revealed strong activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus (BA 45) and bilateral (predominantly left) parietal lobes (BA 40). However, this difference was evident in u4 and u6, but not b4 lists. Continuing the theme of incidental associate retrieval, a possible explanation for this difference lies with the studied associates of the individual probe items. In unary lists (u4 and u6), a distractor (e.g., AD) has two incidental associates (in this example, C and B) whereas a target (e.g., AB) has none. Hence, the frontal and parietal areas were activated in response to distractor probes, but not target probes. But, for binary list (b4), both the distractor (CD) and the targets (e.g., AB) have two incidental associates (A and B and C and D, respectively) . Therefore, these regions will be active in both conditions and not revealed by their contrast. If this indifference is indeed the result of activity for both distractor and target probes, rather than the lack of activity, then this explanation has two further implications. First, b4 targets have two incidental associates, but u4 an u6 targets have none. Therefore, a contrast of b4 versus u4 and u6 targets should also reveal similar regions of activity. Consistent with this reasoning, a contrast of b4 versus u4 and u6 targets also revealed activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus and parietal lobes, bilaterally (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected). Second, since b4, u4, and u6 distractor probes all have two incidental associates, and the previous contrasts implied activity in the same regions in these cases, then a contrast of b4 versus u4 and u6 distractor should reveal no activity in these regions. Again, consistent with this reasoning, no activity was found in any of these regions for a b4 versus u4 and u6 distractor contrast (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected).
Note that these two implications were not logically necessary. Given distractor versus target activity for (BA 19) , and right superior parietal lobule (BA 7), for the first, but not the second implied contrast, although there was a small cluster of activity in right precuneus (BA 19) for the second implied contrast.
A factor potentially confounding this analysis is the delay between encode and probe phases (3 s separated the presentation of the last list pair and the probe pair). Activity during the recognition phase could be confounded with activity during the encoding phase owing to the lag in the hemodynamic response. However, with regard to the number of incidental associates, this factor only affects contrasts between different lists. For example, distractor versus target for u6 lists contrasts the same number of incidental associates during the encoding phase (i.e., zero). But, a contrast of b4 versus u4 and u6 distractors confounds two versus two incidental associates in the probe phase with two versus zero in the encode phase. And a contrast of b4 versus u4 and u6 targets confounds two versus zero associates in the probe phase with two versus zero in the encode phase. Thus, the effects attributed to differences in the number of incidental associates in the probe phase could be due to differences in the number of associates in the encode phase. However, if this were the case, then activity observed in the b4 versus u4 and u6 targets implies activity for b4 versus u4 and u6 distractors (since in both contrasts b4 has more incidental associates during encoding), but none was observed. Therefore, activity was more likely the result of differences during recognition, rather than study. The same reasoning also applies to the b4 distractor versus unary target and b4 target versus unary distractor contrasts.
Further support for this view is found in a closer analysis of response times. Although no significant difference was found between b4 and u6 lists, a difference is more likely to occur between b4 and u6 targets, but not distractors. Accordingly, within each experiment, mean response times were longer for b4 than u6 targets, but b4 distractors were not consistently longer than u6 distractors. A planned comparison of u6 and b4 targets for all experiments showed that the effect was marginally significant F(1,3) ϭ 6.71; P ϭ 0.081, but not for distractors F(1,3) ϭ 0.54; P Ͼ 0.5. Interestingly, Prabhakaran et al. (2000) reported longer response times for incongruent than congruent positive trials. For incongruent positive trials, the test letter-position had two incidental associates, because the test letter appeared in a different position, and the test position had a different letter in the study display. For congruent positive trials, the test letter-position had no incidental associates, because the same letter appeared in the same position in the study display. In relational terms, their incongruent and congruent trials correspond, respectively, to distractor and target probes of u8 lists having four letter-position pairs, which means that their result is also consistent with relation (2) above.
Closely related to this issue of recognition processes is a study by Mewhort and Johns (2000) . Their account for the rejection of distractors in item recognition was based on the number of probe features not appearing in the study list. Given the feature list Aa, Ab, Bc, Cc, rejection of a 1:1 distractor (i.e., both distractor features appeared once in the list, e.g., Bb) was significantly worse than a 1:0 distractor (i.e., one feature in the list, e.g., Bx) and a 2:0 distractor (i.e., one repeated feature, e.g., Ax). There was no significant difference between 1:0 and 2:0 distractors (Experiments 1-3). Our account suggests no difference between 1:1 and 2:0 distractors, which have the same number of incidental associates (e.g., Bb has incidental associates A and c; Ax has associates a and b), but better performance for 1:0 distractors, which have fewer associates (e.g., Bx has associate c). However, the difference between these two accounts may be specific to (extralist) features not appearing in the study list. A contrast of distractors without extralist features for three-feature lists of the form Aa␣, Ab␤, Bb␣ showed significantly better performance on 1:1:1 distractors Ba␤ (having associates A, b, and ␣) than 2:2:2 distractors Ab␣, which have more incidental associates (A, B, a, b, ␣, ␤) (Experiment 4).
Attention or retention?. This analysis suggests that retrieval of incidental associates also plays a role during explicit recognition. However, several complications to this analysis make it difficult to infer whether the incidental associates during study impacted upon memory-related attentional or retentional processes. Our more conservative approach of masking by material-specific contrasts did not reveal common voxels of increased activity for some masks. Furthermore, the effects were left dominant for recognition, but right dominant for study. Recognition in the binary condition was also complicated by possible alternative strategies. For example, instead of simply comparing the probe to each list pair, subjects could use a count of the number of times each probe item appeared in the study list. Since CD was the only possible distractor with items in their original list positions, it could be rejected by recognizing that both of its items appeared only once. (This may explain why subjects were more accurate on b4 lists for shapes, although only one subject reported using such a strategy.) Focusing on the encoding phase obviated these alternatives, allowing us to isolate relational effects without unduly complicating the experimental design. The short delay to probe presentation allowed us to generate sufficient trials within the maximum scan time available. But, the short delay made it difficult to determine whether the observed effects were due to attention, encoding, retention, or retrieval processes. A likely cause for right temporoparietal and frontal activity was memory-driven shifts of attention. There are two reasons to suspect shifts of attention. First, as discussed earlier, others have implicated right parietal regions in shifts of attention. Second, the effects were strongest for kanji and shape, which span both verbal and visual domains; whereas in the probe phase the left inferior frontal gyrus, often implicated in rehearsal of verbal information, was strongly activated for kanji, hiragana, and number, but not shape. A further experiment, reported in the next section, was conducted to isolate retention effects in the absence of visual stimuli by using a longer delay between study and probe.
Chunking of Item Pairs
The domain-specific effects suggest an interesting possible link to the purported mechanism of chunking in working memory processes. Chunking is supposed to explain the extraordinary memory capacity of experts compared to novices in their field of expertise, yet their mediocre level outside that field-through experience, experts learn to recode apparently unrelated groups of items into a smaller number so as not to exceed normal capacity limits (e.g., Ericsson et al., 1980; Ericsson and Kintsch, 1995) . But, pinning down the nature of the chunking mechanism has proven illusive. The cost of chunking is that it requires training, and relations between chunked items become temporarily inaccessible (Halford et al., 1998b) . But, recoding has a beneficial effect: combinations of apparently similar items may become dissimilar after recoding (e.g., blackball and blackmail). (In database terms, for example, each employee record is given a unique number for easy retrieval of otherwise overlapping information, but the employee number may bear no other relation to the employee's record.) Kanji pairs were constructed so as not to form words. Shape pairs were entirely novel items. In both cases, experience with such pairs is rare or nonexistent and therefore not available to processes that learn to chunk them. On the other hand, most hiragana appear together at one time or another as part of a word, even though they may not constitute words themselves. Similarly, pairs of numbers can be interpreted either individually or as single double-digit numbers. When interpreted as single numbers, 38 and 18 do not share the same degree of overlap. Thus, chunking redefines the index length of a set from binary, as in (5 8), (2 8), (5 4) to unary (58 28 54). If the recoded items no longer overlap, less attention is needed to establish a trace. In this case, the right inferior parietal lobule and right middle frontal gyrus provide indicators of chunking in the context of otherwise overlapping complex objects. The idea that chunking explains the change from parietal to temporal activity associated with domain-specific improvements in performance gains support from observations that the right parietal cortex is involved with shifts of attention, but not binding in visual feature binding tasks , this role is reduced with training (Walsh et al., 1999) , and neurons in monkey anterior temporal cortex were selective to conjunctions of shapes after training, but not to the shapes when presented alone (Sakai and Miyashita, 1991) .
EXPERIMENT 5: KANJI PAIRED RECOGNITION WITH LONGER DELAY
Subjects performed kanji paired recognition, as in Experiment 1, but with a longer delay between study and probe pairs.
Method
Nine Japanese subjects (four male, five female; right-handed) undertook the experiment after providing informed consent. One subject gave 14 successive No responses during the first half of the experiment. She reported that the noise generated by the magnet distracted her responses until she became accustomed to the MRI environment, so her data were omitted from behavioral analysis.
The experimental procedure and event timings followed Experiment 1, with the following three exceptions: (1) In order to isolate retention effects in the absence of visual information, there was a 12-s delay from the end of the third target pair event to the start of the probe event. (2) During this interstimulus delay period the screen was clear (i.e., there was no "?" event). (3) Because the longer delay greatly increased the total scan time, only u6 and b4 list types were employed. All other aspects were the same as Experiment 1. Each trial consisted of the sequence: Target Pair 1 (1170 ms), clear screen (1000 ms), Target Pair 2, clear screen, Target Pair 3, delay (12000 ms), probe (2000 ms), plus (5000 ms).
For behavioral data analysis, we used a 2 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) ϫ 10 (Trial) design. For fMRI data analysis, 2 (u6, b4) ϫ 2 (encode, retention) ϩ 2 (u6, b4) ϫ 2 (target, distractor) ϩ 1 (error) ϭ 9 event types were defined. Encode events were modeled by a boxcar function (covering all target pair events, 5510 ms) convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function; interstimulus retention events were modeled by a box-function function (covering the delay period, 12000 ms); and probe events were modeled by the canonical hemodynamic response function, where the onset was the start of the probe presentation event. All other aspects of fMRI data acquisition and analysis were the same as in Experiment 1.
Results
Behavior. A 2 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) repeatedmeasures ANOVA revealed no main effects for errors (Fig. 3), F(1,7 ) ϭ 1.55; P Ͼ 0.25 (Complexity); F(1,7) ϭ 4.09; P Ͼ 0.08 (Probe). A 2 (Complexity) ϫ 2 (Probe) ϫ 10 (Trial) repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main effect of Complexity on response time, F(1,7) ϭ 7.88; P Ͻ 0.05, but not for Probe, F(1,7) ϭ 1.79; P Ͼ 0.22 (Fig. 4a ). There were no other effects.
The data for u6 and b4 trials from Experiment 1 were combined with the data here, treating Delay as a between-groups factor. Analysis of variance revealed no main effects on error. However, on response time, there were main effects of Delay, F(1, 12) fMRI. For the purpose of isolating effects on retention processes, the contrast analyses focus on the delay period. As for the previous experiments, summary and conjunctive contrast analyses were performed over all (nine) subjects. The results of summary and conjunction contrasts for u6 versus b4 and b4 versus u6 retention events are shown in Fig. 7 and Table 6 . As before, contrasts were thresholded at P Ͻ 0.05, corrected. No voxel in the conjunction contrasts survived this threshold. However, activity was revealed at the lower threshold of P Ͻ 0.0001, uncorrected.
For the u6 versus b4 summary contrast, the three largest clusters of activity appeared at the left middle frontal gyrus, right insula, and right superior frontal gyrus. However, only one of these clusters survived the conjunction contrast. That was the cluster at left middle frontal gyrus, BA 9 (Ϫ32 40 27; 8 voxels; Z ϭ 4.39).
For the b4 versus u6 summary contrast, clusters appeared bilaterally at the parietal lobes, left superior temporal gyrus, and left middle frontal gyrus. Four clusters survived the conjunction contrast, all in the left hemisphere. They were at the middle frontal gyrus, BA 8 (Ϫ36 25 43; 3 voxels; Z ϭ 4.39); precuneus, BA 19 (Ϫ36 Ϫ72 37; 19 voxels; Z ϭ 4.68); superior temporal gyrus, BA 22 (Ϫ55 Ϫ10 Ϫ1; 20 voxels; Z ϭ 4.33); and angular gyrus, BA 39 (Ϫ42 Ϫ62 36, 8 voxels, Z ϭ 4.01). The corrected P values reported for the conjunctions were calculated on small-volume comparisons. Because the earlier experiments revealed similar regions of activity, the correction for whole brain comparison was overly conservative. A more accurate estimate of the chance cooccurrence of activity across all subjects was obtained by selecting the nearest peak voxel identified in the summary analysis as the center of the smallest spherical search volume covering all voxels in the cluster identified by the conjunction. A search radius of 16 mm for the most significant cluster in the u6 versus b4 contrast resulted in a value of 0.013. A search radius of 5 mm in the b4 versus u6 contrast resulted in a value of 0.0004.
The mean subject peristimulus time histories for the four peak voxels identified by conjunction analysis in the left frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes for the b4 versus u6 contrast and the left frontal for the u6 versus b4 contrast are shown in Figs. 8a, 8b, 8c, and 8d, respectively.
Discussion
The main result from this experiment is that relational load effects were also found for the retentiononly period. Consistent increased activity sustained for the duration of the retention period was observed in all subjects at three locations: left parietal lobule, middle frontal, and superior temporal gyri with increased index length. Increased activity was also observed at the more anterior and inferior region of the left middle frontal gyrus with increased items, but this effect may have resulted from an interaction with activity during the encode phase. A conjunction contrast (P Ͻ 0.0001, uncorrected) revealed a significant increase in activity for the opposite, b4 versus u6 contrast during encoding at an adjacent voxel (Ϫ30 40 27; Z ϭ 3.96). For this voxel, there was an increase in the mean fitted response during encoding for b4 trials, but a decrease for u6 trials. Conversely, during the delay period, there was an increase for u6 trials, but a decrease for b4 trials (Fig. 8d ). There were no such interactions for the three significant clusters observed for b4 versus u6 retention events. The cluster at the middle frontal gyrus was superior and posterior to these (nearest) b4 versus u6 encode/u6 versus b4 retention clusters. The cluster at the left precuneus was inferior and posterior to the (nearest) cluster observed at the left superior parietal lobule, BA 7 (Ϫ32 Ϫ52 54; 53 voxels; Z ϭ 3.88) for b4 versus u6 encode events. Hence, it is more likely that the relational load effects were due to retention/ rehearsal processes in the absence of visual stimuli, rather than attention/encoding related processes in the presence of visual stimuli.
Parietal and frontal activity arising from index length was left dominant here, but right dominant in the other experiments. This difference suggests some degree of lateralization between encoding and retention. However, in this experiment, activity was also left dominant during the encoding phase. Rather, the increased delay may have biased the type of retention strategy. When memorizing kanji pairs, subjects reported using either phonological or shape information, on a case-by-case basis, whichever appeared easier. The shorter delay period interrupted by the "?" event in Experiment 1 may have made phonological rehearsal more difficult and hence biased subjects toward a visual strategy inducing greater shifts of attention to overlapping spatial information, in which case there would be greater reliance on right frontoparietal regions. Although the left middle front gyrus was dominant here, it was also activated in Experiments 1-4. Activation of this region across different types of stim- uli is consistent with a recent report that the posterior superior frontal sulcus and neighboring regions, including BA 8, were activated during retention in an n-back task in spatial and verbal domains (Zurowski et al., 2002) .
SUMMARY AND FURTHER WORK
This work was motivated by Cowan's argument that relational complexity effects in working memory are reducible to the cost of storing items. We have provided evidence from experiments in four different domains showing that relational effects are not reducible to item effects using the concept of index length. Index length is a measure of the overlap between items in a memory set. The main result has been to show that parietal and frontal regions were sensitive to increases in index length when the number of presented items was held constant and the number of unique items decreased. Therefore, this effect cannot be explained by number of items stored.
A longer index implies greater overlap (number of shared items) between study pairs. We have suggested that shared items cause incidental retrieval of items previously associated with items in the currently presented study pair. The binary indexed lists have two incidental associates, whereas the unary indexed lists have none. Hence, a likely role of right inferior parietal lobule in this context is to shift attention between left and right items so as to enhance encoding of overlapping pairs. The magnitude of the effect varied with materials. We have also suggested that commonly cooccurring items may be chunked so as to reduce their overlap between other pairs and the need to enhance encoding. In this case, the right inferior parietal lobule may provide an indicator of chunking in working memory tasks.
A further experiment showed that index length also resulted in increased left inferior parietal, middle frontal gyral, and superior temporal gyral activity during retention in the absence of visual stimuli. Thus, relational load also impacts upon retention processes.
Although the dominant effect in this series of experiments arose from changes in index length, we are not denying the existence of item effects. As noted earlier the lack of strong item effects was probably due to all Significant Voxels of Activity for Kanji (with Longer Delay) Summary/Conjunction Contrasts (a/c) u6 versus b4 and (b/d) b4 versus u6 Retention list conditions being at or above the putative four-item capacity limit. Regions invoked at or above this limit would have been activated in all three conditions and so would be less evident when contrasted. Manipulation of index length can be extended in a number of interesting ways. First, sensitivity to positional cues can be further distinguished from associate cues in AB, AC versus AB, BC lists. If the effects were due to incidental retrieval of associates by positionspecific cues, characteristic of relational processes, then the implicit B cue in the second pair of an AB, BC list is less likely to invoke retrieval of associate A from the first pair. Second, chunking or recoding to reduce index length can be investigated with lists such as black chair, black dog, white dog (visual binary index, conceptual binary index) versus blackball, blackmail, football (visual binary index, conceptual unary index). Third, quaternary (4-tuple) lists permit further variation of index length from one to three. While one-shot memorization of four 4-tuples (16 items) may be beyond verbal memory capacity, it appears to be within the limits of visual memory when the items are object features (Luck and Vogel, 1997) .
